FRESH Vs. LYOPHILIZED L-PRF
(LEUKOCYTE-PLATELET RICH FIBRIN):
ANALYSIS OF MECHANICAL AND STRUCTURAL PROPERTIES
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INTRODUCTION
L-PRF is a second generation of autologous platelet concentarate, increasing in use for regenerative medicine applications. The architecture of the fibrin
network, in particular, is a detrimental feature for the biological properties (and subseuent behaviour: handling and efficacy) of the final L-PRF product/graft.
AIM of this work is to evaluate and characterize the rheological (structural and mechanical) properties of freshly-extracted L-PRF in
comparison to lyophilized/freeze-dried and cryo-presevered L-PRF.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Sample collection: L-PRF is obtained from fresh blood samples, according to the protocol
approved by FDA (IntraSpinTM System). L-PRF membranes are obtained by extrusion of the LPRF clot in a metal box (XpressionTMBox).

Porosity quantification was performed using the ImageJ software as follows: Ten square
regions were selected per image (200 x 200 μm) and analyzed by a home-made processing
algorithm which allows the identification and counting of pores.

L-PRF lyophilization: For freeze-drying, the L-PRF membranes are frozen at -80°C for 24h,
then lyophilized for another 24h under vacuum at -90°C (preserved in a desiccator until
reconstitution in PBS with pH 7.4 at room temperature and use).

Statistical analysis: All analysiss were performed by ANOVA using the PRISMA software.

Mechanical testing: At least three 1 cm diameter circular samples were cut from each LPRF-membrane (fresh and lyophilized) and then subjected tocompression testing using a
texturometer (TAXTplus, Exponent). Samples: Fresh L-PRF (N=6)/Lyophilized L-PRF (N=10).
Histological examination (fibrin density in L-PRF network): Paraffin-embedded slices of
freshly-extracted and lyophilized L-PRF were stained with H&E. Digital images were then
captured and processed by a color-deconvolution algorithm in the ImageJ software to obtain
the Eosin stain channel. We then performed an estimation of fibrin density within the L-PRF
network via counting stain intensity in several square regions (5x5 µm).
(SEM) Scanning Electron Microscopy (porosity quantification in L-PRF): Freshlyextracted and 10-days stored lyophilized L-PRF samples were fixed in a 2.5% Glutaraldehyde
solution for 48 hours, then de-hydrated and processed for SEM analysis. Representative
images were captured using a HITACHI TM 300 microscope set at 2 kV power magnification.
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Figure 1. Mechanical testing of freshly-extracted and lyophilized L-PRF. A. Layout of
the compressibility test protocol. B. Quantification of the mechanical response (Young’s
modulus) of freshly-extracted and lyophilized L-PRF, under a compression stress condition.
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Figure 3. A and B. SEM of freshly-extracted and lyophilized L-PRF and C. Porosity
Quantification Analysis. ANOVA * ρ < 0.05.
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According our preliminary results, the applied lyophilization process produced significant
physico-mehanical changes to the L-PRF structure. Hence, the cryo-preservation protocol
requires careful revision and re-assessment. Furthermore, the biological impact (critical)
of such changes remains unknown; an ongoing topic of investigation at our BioMAT’X.
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Figure 2. Histological estimation of fibrin density in freshly-extracted and lyophilized
L-PRF. H&E stain images of freshly-extracted (A) and Lyophilized L-PRF (B), and its
corresponding color-deconvolution images of the Eosin stain (C and D). E and F. Zoom
images from the squares in C and D, which were transformed to gray scale to quantify the
fibrin density (Eosin stain) in the L-PRF network. G. Quantification of 5x5 µm square
regions in E and F (ANOVA * ρ < 0.05).
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